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ARFB at Year-End
We caught up this past weekend with Bob Mandel at the Avenue Road Food
Bank (ARFB) who says, “I’m there to feed people. That one thing.” And there are
so many people who need feeding.

Four years ago, when Bob and Elliott Shulman first launched ARFB in the Church
of the Messiah at Dupont, they served 45 guests. The next week there were 75.
And now, four years later, the organization is helping upwards of 350 families
who are faced with food insecurity.

This past Fall in particular has seen an exponential increase in need. As Bob
explains, if you read something bad in the news you can be sure it impacts ARFB.
From Syria to the pandemic, to Ukraine, to inflation – every crisis has its own
casualties. And you can add to that litany last week’s influx of migrant workers
from Mexico, bereft at the end of the growing season but without sufficient
funds to get home.

Without Volunteers and Donors…
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Bob, pictured above, celebrates with Mary Lou – a recent volunteer at ARFB and
the mastermind behind a recent bonanza donation of toilet paper and groceries.
If you want tips on what to give, just check out this list of recommendations.   
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ARFB couldn’t function without a cadre of dedicated volunteers. Pat and Raquel,
seen here taking a well-deserved break from their morning labours, have been
with the food bank from its inception.

Some 20% of ARFB volunteers were at times on the other side of the table, so
they understand what it means to go hungry. That’s true even for Bob himself
who has worked in the food industry all his life. He taught in a culinary academy
in Montreal, he owned his own restaurant, but there was a time when he, too,
needed a food bank. As he says, “It feels embarrassing and demeaning, but
you’ve gotta eat and you’ve gotta feed your kids.”  

That’s why his official title of “Hospitality Coordinator” is so important. It sends
the message that all are welcome, there is no judgement, and the volunteers are
there to help. As Stefanie Cepuch, ARFB Program Coordinator, wrote in a recent
newsletter, “Our guests tell us they value not just the food that they receive at
our doors, but also the kindness and respect. They are our neighbours with
whom we share stories and challenges together.”

Long-time volunteer Dave loads a van with boxes of groceries destined for
home-bound residents. As Stefanie also noted, “Our volunteers are a dedicated,
hardworking and committed group. Their donated time and efforts are valued
beyond measure. Student volunteers seeking community service hours often
stay beyond their allotted requirements.”



Bob is adamant that all their guests be given ample supplies for the week. It’s
not good enough to offer a family a litre of milk and a couple of eggs. But
sometimes that’s all the ration available from their major suppliers: Daily Bread,
Second Harvest, and COBS.

That’s why ARFB relies so heavily on community support. There’s a steady stream
of year-round donations that shoots up amazingly in December – whether the
result of seasonal impulse or tax driven instincts, who cares. And Bob’s going to
take advantage of that windfall to make sure that “when our guests leave this
week, they’ll be blown out of the water. I’ve never given out before what we’re
going to give out on Wednesday. But this is the first real Christmas after the
Pandemic, and everybody needs a chance to celebrate and indulge.”

The Need Won’t Disappear

If you read the press, the Annex is an enclave of wealth second to none in the
city. But folks at the ARFB can tell you, that’s nowhere near the truth. Come
January there will still be hundreds of mouths to feed. Indeed, the number will
likely grow. And that’s why they are asking for your support in the year ahead. A
one-time donation in the new year, or, better yet, a steady infusion of dollars per
month – no matter how few – would be so appreciated.

To donate to ARFB, go to the Church of the Messiah website, click on the
DONATE NOW button in the top left corner, and you’re just a few clicks away
from the Church’s Canada Helps page: the ARFB is listed second on the menu as
a target for donations.

 

Notes and Queries
Remedial Driver Ed in Order

We told you last week about the anonymous Mercedes that sideswiped the Pour
House on Dupont a week ago Sunday. It seems that the other end of the ‘hood
was afflicted by an even worse disaster – the inadvertent demolition on Bloor
Street of part of the York Club’s venerable brick wall.

Those-in-the-know have confirmed that the wound was self-inflicted. The Club’s
snow contractor was busily clearing the parking lot when he literally rammed his
plow directly into the structure. Apparently dash cam video shows him blithely
driving at a fair clip, no brakes applied. The accompanying audio records the
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sound of the crash, the driver’s curse, and then Siri saying, “Warning. Collision
detected.” No kidding!

Fortunately, no passersby were hurt. The sidewalk rubble was cleared with
dispatch. An architectural salvage firm has reclaimed the useable bricks. And a
temporary barrier has been erected.  Alas, it likely won’t be until well into the
Spring that the wall can be rebuilt.

Thanks to Yuen Chua who alerted us to the disaster. Photo courtesy of Shawn
Chua.  

Best reader comment posted on BlogTo:  The fence should have worn bright
clothing and been aware of its surroundings.

 

A Plea for More Speed Cameras

And while we’re talking about speeding drivers, we wanted to let you know
about a road safety initiative that may be of interest. MPP Jessica Bell and the
Greater Yorkville RA have written a public letter to Mayor Tory and City Council
asking that the City increase the number of automatic speed cameras on our
streets.

 At the moment there are only 50 such devices, none of which is permanently
installed but instead periodically rotated. Click here to read the full message
posted on MPP Bell’s website. You might want to add your own signature to the
growing list of residents who want more cameras in operation and on a
permanent basis.  
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The newly installed camera on Howland just above Royal St. George's has
already been egged and graffitied. Given that it seems positioned to capture
southbound cars as they decelerate for the stop sign directly ahead -- after
having been warned of the camera's presence several hundred yards before --
we're not sure how efficacious this particular deployment will prove in
comparison, say, to a tour of duty on Avenue Road? 

 

Frat Exemption

After years of fruitless attempts, City Council voted last Wednesday to legalize
rooming houses right across the city effective March 2024. While multiple-unit
and multi-family housing have long been legal here in the Annex, the ARA has
frequently fielded residents’ complaints about lackadaisical inspection and
deficient enforcement. Especially problematic has been the presence of
unregulated fraternities, some of which haven’t always been models of safety
and sober community living (how’s that for litotes?).

That’s why we lived in hope that Council would vote not only to put teeth in
enforcement but also to designate fraternities as rooming houses. But that was
not to be. The frat boys got to the Councillors and for some reason the brothers’
houses were granted a special exemption from the by-law. Sorry to have to
report that.



Judging by the commentary that has appeared more than once on the veranda
wall fronting the DEKE's property on Lowther, this frat in particular is afflicted
with a culture reminiscent of that of Hockey Canada.

 

Proof of Occupancy Notice

It turns out that the City website was up and running as of late last Tuesday
afternoon, but grateful thanks to all our readers who let us know that it was
finally ready to accept declarations of occupancy. Much appreciated.

Now comes the second bureaucratic quandary – what are you folks to do who
are Snowbirds or who occupy additional properties out of town?  Not to worry.
We did some digging and it would seem that as long as the Toronto property is
designated as your Principal Residence (the by-law puts that term in caps), you
don’t need to declare it vacant. That’s the case even if your days of actually living
in your Toronto property add up to less than 6 calendar months.

So there should be no need to think about sub-letting or moving one of the kids
in while you’re away. You’re safe.
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Last Chance Savings

Want to celebrate your neighbours and build community pride?  Then why not
buy an ARA membership for a friend or neighbour? That way they can receive
this weekly newsletter directly without having to wait for it to appear on the
website. What’s more, the offer is still open: until the end of December, the
purchase of a membership entitles you to an official ARA T-shirt for half price
(that’s a savings of $10). Just write to info@theara.org with the subject line
“Membership Gift” and our membership secretary, Tija Dirks, will help you get it
done.

Tija models the Tee. The back of the shirt lists every street in the ‘hood.
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See You Next Year

It's been a tremendous pleasure reaching out to you every Wednesday morning
this past year -- and it's been enormously gratifying to hear from so many
readers. As you know by now, beefs we do our best to resolve, tips are warmly
encouraged, and we're not above welcoming kudos. 

But barring yet another political cataclysm or a natural disaster of catastrophic
proportions, your Lois Lane of the Annex is signing off now until the New Year.

In the meantime, please accept Season's Greetings from your ARA Board. Best
wishes to everyone in the 'hood as we celebrate in our individual ways the arrival
of the solstice. Brighter days are ahead.

-30-

 

The Annex Residents' Association is a volunteer organization of residents committed to
improving and preserving the distinctive character of our neighbourhood. Our strength

depends on our base of support in a well-informed community.

This email was sent to gillianbartlettara@gmail.com. To stop receiving emails, click here to
unsubscribe.
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